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“Everything you need to know to get started in mul- to jump in quick and get to market fast, before the techtimedia”: How often have you seen this claim on one of nology base shifts out from under you.”
the three-inch thick tomes jamming the shelves of bookThe last sections of the book provide step-by-step tushops these days?
torials in creating your own application with text, graphHofstetter starts by offering basic definitions of the ics, sound clips. These are supported by an accompacomponents of multimedia. These are rather brief: I nying CD-ROM [glued uncomfortably inside the back
think most people would probably welcome more than cover] which has all the basic data you require. It also
four short paragraphs on CD-ROM players, for instance. contains a generous offering of software programmes
However, they have the virtue of being jargon-free and [such as the excellent Paint Shop Pro]. This would seem
admirably clear. His definitions are then followed by de- to make the book ideal for use in schools and colleges as
scriptions of some proprietary multimedia applications, well as the ambitious independent reader.
and examples of the way they are used in education, enHe ends with the editing of digital video and creating
tertainment, medicine, and government. At times these
advanced
multimedia applications–so he seems to fairly
read like thinly disguised ads for the companies who have
match
his
claim
to being comprehensive. The book is well
provided the software [who he acknowledges] but at least
illustrated,
has
a
reasonable glossary, a bibliography, and
it provides a convincing degree of authenticity. He is
[of
course]
full
details
of manufacturers and their prodtalking about commercial products which actually work–
ucts.
Hofstetter
may
have
one foot in the commercial
though I wonder just how many people would wish to segutter,
but
you
can’t
altogether
dislike someone with the
lect their shoes from a virtual shopping mall⁉ This comcheek
to
offer
his
own
marriage
proposal as a book dedmercial slant to the book also contributes to some rather
ication.
unreflective statements such as “Corporate downsizing
has greatly increased the need for just-in- time training.”
The accompanying CD requires any computer that
In other words, prepare for your own redundancy.
meets or exceeds 4 megabytes of RAM, 386SX processor,
He goes on to look into the future of multimedia and hard disk drive with 4 megabytes of storage free, CDoffers valuable advice on how to make well-informed ROM drive, 8-bit waveform audio, 640x480 color display,
judgements when choosing equipment. On the vexed Windows 3.1 or higher.
question of keeping up with new developments and
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changing standards, he is bracingly uncompromising: work may be copied for non-profit educational use if
“You have no choice other than to learn to live with the proper credit is given to the author and the list. For other
uncertainty. Because of the fast pace of change you have permission, please contact H-Net@H-Net.MSU.EDU.
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